
  

25/10/2023 

 
Dear Parent/Carer, 

 

English Language and English Literature GCSE revision 

 

We have been delighted by how focused and hardworking Year 11 have been over the last half term, 

embracing their study of new texts whilst also revisiting components from last year to consolidate 

knowledge and improve their exam practice.  

 

When pupils return after the week break, they will be sitting their Literature Paper 1 mock. This will be 

on Romeo and Juliet and A Christmas Carol. They will also be sitting their English Language Paper 1 exam. 

 

English Language 

 

This term, in preparation for the English Language exam, students’ lessons and homework have focused 

on consolidating and building on their understanding of how to approach each question on the paper. In 

addition to this, they will also have a ‘Walking Talking Mock’, which leads them through a past paper. 

 

Suggested English Language revision activities: 

-Complete the Language Paper 1 Walking Talking Mock, making use of support materials they will be 

given, including the PowerPoint that will be uploaded onto the google classroom. 

-Complete the Language Paper 1 past paper that has been uploaded onto the google classroom. 

-Revisit classwork and homework they have completed over the last half term, re attempting questions 

they find most challenging and making use of the mark schemes in their packs to help them. 

-Make use of revision guides for support with questions they feel they should prioritise. 

-Make use of Mr Bruff tutorials online – he delivers short presentations on each exam component that 

students in previous years have found useful. 

 

English Literature 

 
Students studied A Christmas Carol and Romeo and Juliet in Year 10. After school revision sessions this half 

term have focussed on revising these texts and we have been pleased with the number of students who 

have taken up this opportunity. In class, they will also have also completed ‘Walking Talking Mocks’ on 

both texts and been given two practice questions to support their preparation for the exams.  

 

Suggested English Literature revision activities: 

-Re visit the Literature ‘Walking Talking Mocks’ that have been uploaded onto the google classroom and 

complete the practice questions they have been given. 



-Use Seneca or Century tech to improve their knowledge of these texts. 

-Look back at this half term’s after school revision sessions that are on the google classroom. Many of 

these have recordings of teachers talking them through the PowerPoint – one straight forward read 

through and one aimed at students aiming for the highest grades. 

-Make use of revision guides to go over characters, themes, contexts and writers’ methods. 
-Make use of Mr Bruff tutorials online – he delivers short presentations on different aspects of the texts 

that students in previous years have found useful. 

-Students aiming for the highest grades could also explore Massolit – an online resource the English 

Department have subscribed to where academics deliver short lectures on the texts. 

-In addition, there is a wealth of material online that can support Literature revision. Sites like BBC 

Bitesize, Litcharts, Sparknotes and Shmoop all provide free revision materials. 

-Of course, re reading the texts or viewing filmed adaptations is also highly recommended. 

 

We hope that the suggested activities will help support pupils towards productive and meaningful 

independent revision and give them confidence in their approach to the exams. 

 

Yours faithfully,  

Horsforth English Department 

 



 


